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English Assessment Plan 2013-4
Course to be assessed: all Engl 2501 (Literary Studies) sections taught in AY 13-4
Focus: What are students learning in Engl 2501, and is it effectively preparing them for work in
later English courses?
Assessment Methods:
I. Compare demands/ assignments by looking at syllabi, making comparative lists, summarizing.
Proposed questions to be answered from syllabi from AY 10-11 and 11-12 (in order to
consider syllabi from as many faculty as possible; not everyone teaches this course every
year):
1. What specific discipline-related competencies are learned?
Sub-questions: how much focus is devoted to each competency? How are the
competencies defined on the syllabus and in the course?
Evaluation: what consensus can we develop about which competencies are
pursued, and with what emphasis?
2. What specific discipline-related knowledge is learned?
Sub-questions: how much focus is devoted to each topic? How are the topics
studied in the course? How does this knowledge relate to the work students will
pursue in the major?
Evaluation: what consensus can we develop about what knowledge is essential,
which is useful, and which is not useful?
3. Range of reading assignment length, and is there an average?
Evaluation: what consensus, if any, can we develop about what is appropriate?
4. Range of assigned essay length? Number of essays? Types of writing
assignments?
Evaluation: what consensus, if any, can we develop about what is appropriate?
5. Amount of revision required, if any?
Evaluation: what consensus, if any, can we develop about what is appropriate?
6. Writing instruction?
Evaluation: what consensus, if any, can we develop about what is appropriate?
7. Instruction in engaging with academic scholarship:
Extent of academic discourse materials/assignments on the syllabus? (our report
can note if essay assignments require things in this area that aren’t visible in
syllabus itself)
Instruction in reading, finding, and employing academic scholarship in student
arguments.
Evaluation: are we finding that engaging with academic scholarship in 2501 is or
is not useful and appropriate?
II. Evaluate students’ essays (exemplary, competent, and (worrisome?)) to compare their facility
with analysis and argumentation, as well as discipline conventions. Proposed questions to be
answered:
1. Assignment kinds and expectations?
2. Extent of evidence?
3. Is evidence incorporated effectively?
4. Is evidence analyzed?
5. Is evidence attributed?
6. Basic essay mechanical conventions observed?

7. Is the essay organized in a way that makes sense?
8. Is the essay sufficiently substantive and persuasive?
III. Global Questions to Consider
1. Are students demonstrating the writing competency necessary to succeed in English
2501 upon entry? (This question will further help us decide if English 1601 [Writing
for the Liberal Arts] should be a pre-requisite for 2501).
2. Are there gaps in emphasis or unnecessary emphases in terms of how the course
prepares students for the major?

How we plan to address these questions:
Collect from each 2501-level class in AY 13-14, course syllabi and three examples of the first
essay and three examples of the last essay written by English majors (as well as essay
assignments). The three should be distributed as follows: one that received a grade in the upper
third of the class, one from the middle third, and one from the lower third. Global questions will
be addressed through discussion.
Goals include: being better able to prepare students for 3000-level courses or better convey to
students how the work they’re doing prepares them; being aware of variations within this range
of courses and discussing whether a range is what we want and is sufficiently explained to
students; identifying any consistent student writing issues at this level and trying to figure out a
way to address these.
Proposed schedule:
September 2013: agree on the assessment plan
December 2013: collect syllabi and work from Fall 2013 Engl2501 section 001 (Graham)
May 2013: collect syllabi and work from Spring 2014 Engl2501 sections 001 (Gercken), 002
(Deane), & 003 (Ericksen J.).
August/September 2014: the coordinator and selected faculty will do an initial findings study of
the collected materials and assess them based upon the established criteria. The discipline as a
whole will discuss this study and decide upon actions that will be taken to address the
conclusions (including a schedule for implementation).

